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Sed ultricies quis sem vitae suscipit. 

Sed enim odio, vehicula quis imper diet 

a, vulputate ac nulla. Vestibulum

rhoncus eget odio sit amet rhoncus. 

Pellentesque in sem eu tortor mole stie

ultrices. Morbi at vestibulum diam. 

Aliquam erat volutpat.

1. Consectetur adipiscing elit. 

2. Nunc bibendum dui sit amet convallis. 

3. Quisque sem, porta ut mestie non.

4. Etiam suscipit sapien metus cursus.

Founded in 1998 to work at the nexus 

of environmental sustainability and 

economic development.  

Multidisciplinary team of18 FTE, 2 

PTE, including urban planners, civil 

engineers, economists, scientists, 

architects, LEED APs, GIS. 

What we do:

• Develop innovative programs and 

market-driven solutions

• Build sustainable markets

• Convene diverse stakeholders

• Inform better policy
Learn more at delta-institute.org.
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Chicago Gary Park Forest Joliet

2007 Inquiry 2013 Inquiry 2012 Inquiry 2015 Inquiry

2008 Facility 
Investment

2015 Facility 
Investment

Multiple decon pilots 
over 10 homes

24 homes 12 Homes 2012
10 Homes in 2015
10 Homes in 2016

2 Homes in 2015
2 Homes in 2016

Multiple funding types
for multiple functions 
related to demand 
and supply

Multiple funding types
for multiple functions 
related to demand 
and supply

Demolition funds

Supply Side

Demolition funds

Supply Side

Ethos + Driven Doers Ethos + Driven Doers Driven Doer

Political Support Political Support

Multiple Universities Multiple Universities

BMRA Training BRMA Training BMRA Training

Board Advisory
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60%

Of properties are VACANT





48%

Living in POVERTY





30%

UNEMPLOYMENT Rate





Rising Star ?

Cash Cow
Dog













Reclamation totals to date:

• 1,000,000  bricks

• 200,000 bf of lumber and 

flooring

Employment goals

• 35 employees support 

the City contract

• 20 support the 

residential market



Initial investment

• $500,000 

Break even 

• 24 months

Projected revenue

• $2.3 million gross 

annual

• Projected Net 

revenue 2%
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SPREAD THE WORD, NOT THE DUST: 
      Building Removal for Health 
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Full Potential + Benefits
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      what are difficulties in regulating?

TRANSPORT



30 - 45 DAYS



DRY DEMO - 190 YARDS
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      Dr. David Jacobs 

Research Articles

454   Public Health Reports / November–December 2013 / Volume 128

Lead and Other Heavy Metals in Dust Fall 
from Single-Family Housing Demolition
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©2013 Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health

ABSTRACT 

Objective. We measured lead and other heavy metals in dust during older 
housing demolition and effectiveness of dust suppression.

Methods. We used American Public Housing Association Method 502 and 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Methods SW3050B and SW6020 at 97 
single-family housing demolition events with intermittent (or no) use of water 
to suppress dust at perimeter, non-perimeter, and locations without demolition, 
with nested mixed modeling and tobit modeling with left censoring.

Results. The geometric mean (GM) lead dust fall during demolition was 6.01 
micrograms of lead per square foot per hour (μg Pb/ft2/hour). GM lead dust 
fall was 14.18 μg Pb/ft2/hour without dust suppression, but declined to 5.48 μg 
Pb/ft2/hour (p50.057) when buildings and debris were wetted. Significant pre-
dictors included distance, wind direction, and main street location. At 400 feet, 
lead dust fall was not significantly different from background. GM lead concen-
tration at demolition (2,406 parts per million [ppm]) was significantly greater 
than background (GM5579 ppm, p50.05). Arsenic, chromium, copper, iron, 
and manganese demolition dust fall was significantly higher than background 
(p0.001). Demolition of approximately 400 old housing units elsewhere with 
more dust suppression was only 0.25 μg Pb/ft2/hour. 

Conclusions. Lead dust suppression is feasible and important in single-family 
housing demolition where distances between houses are smaller and com-
munity exposures are higher. Neighbor notification should be expanded to at 
least 400 feet away from single-family housing demolition, not just adjacent 
properties. Further research is needed on effects of distance, potential water 
contamination, occupational exposures, and water application. 

EXPERT!
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Research Paper

Residential demolition and its impact on vacant lot hydrology:
Implications for the management of stormwater and sewer
system overflows�

W.D. Shustera,∗, S. Dadiob, P. Drohanc, R. Loscod, J. Shaffere

a National Risk Management Research Laboratory, Office of Research and Development, United States Environmental Protection Agency,
Cincinnati, OH 45268, USA
b Cedarville Engineering Group, LLC, 1033 S Hanover Street, Suite 300, N. Coventry, PA 19465, USA
c Pennsylvania State University, 452 Agricultural Sciences and Industries Building, University Park, PA 16802, USA
d Lanchester Soil Consultants Inc., 311 East Avondale Road, West Grove, PA 19390, USA
e School of Natural Resources, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA

h i g h l i g h t s

• Some cities have a coincident over-
abundance of stormwater volume
and vacant land.

• Demolition processes can alter the
qualities of vacant land.

• We assessed urban vacant land soils
and their hydrology.

• Data was used to show how vacant
lots could be used as infiltrative green
infrastructure.

g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t

a r t i c l e i n f o

Article history:
Received 19 September 2013
Received in revised form 31 January 2014
Accepted 1 February 2014
Available online 2 March 2014

Keywords:
Vacant lots
Demolition
Green infrastructure
Urban hydrology
Stormwater management

a b s t r a c t

Increased residential demolitions have made vacant lots a ubiquitous feature of the contemporary urban
landscape. Vacant lots may provide ecosystem services such as stormwater runoff capture, but the extent
of these functions will be regulated by soil hydrology. We evaluated soil physical and hydrologic char-
acteristics at each of low- (backyard, fenceline) and high-disturbance (within the demolition footprint)
positions in 52 vacant lots in Cleveland, OH, which were the result of different eras of demolition process
and quality (i.e., pre-1996, post-1996). Penetrometer refusal averaged 56% (range: 15–100%) and was
attributed to high concentration of remnant buried debris in anthropogenic backfill soils. Both disturb-
ance level and demolition type significantly regulated infiltration rate to an average of 1.8 cm h−1 (range:
0.03–10.6 cm h−1). Sub-surface saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) averaged higher at 4.0 cm h−1

(range: 0–68.2 cm h−1), was influenced by a significant interaction between both disturbance and demo-
lition factors, and controlled by subsurface soil texture and presence/absence of unconsolidated buried
debris. Our observations were synthesized in rainfall-runoff models that simulated average, high- and
low-hydrologic functioning, turf-dominated, and a prospective green infrastructure simulation, which
indicated that although the typical Cleveland vacant lot is a net producer of runoff volume, straight-
forward change in demolition policy and process, coupled with reutilization as properly designed and
managed infiltration-type green infrastructure may result in a vacant lot that has sufficient capacity for
detention of the average annual rainfall volume for a major Midwestern US city.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

� This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-No Derivative Works License, which permits non-
commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 513 569 7244; fax: +1 513 569 7677.
E-mail addresses: shuster.william@epa.gov (W.D. Shuster), sdadio@cedarvilleeng.com (S. Dadio), patdrohan@psu.edu (P. Drohan), soildude@comcast.net (R. Losco),

jared.shaffer@hotmail.com (J. Shaffer).

0169-2046/$ – see front matter. Published by Elsevier B.V.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2014.02.003
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+ Every house exceeded existing standards for lead 
(pB) and for dust exposure
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+ Every house exceeded existing standards for lead 
(pB) and for dust exposure

+ Some houses are more contaminated than others
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+ Every house exceeded existing standards for lead 
(pB) and for dust exposure

+ Some houses are more contaminated than others
`
+ Soil lead concentration increases with depth

LEARNINGS
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Lead is in the soil around most homes in Cleveland.
• The lead comes from lead in old paint and from gasoline spills. 

Lead in bare soil can poison young children. 
• Soil gets on children’s hands and toys. When children put their fingers and toys in  
   their mouths, they eat lead. 
• Soil can also be tracked into the house on shoes. It can be blown in through open 
   windows and doors. Then children get lead dust on their hands and toys when they 
   play on the floor. 

Cover bare soil to protect children. 
• Grass, plants, even thick weeds can protect children from contact with lead in soil. 
• You can use mulch, wood chips, gravel, top soil, sand, bricks or other material to 
   cover bare soil. 

Tenants for Healthy Housing – Environmental Health Watch & Cleveland Tenants Organization

If you have answered yes to any of these questions, have your home tested by a certified professional by  
contacting 1-800-424-LEAD (5323) or visiting www.epa.gov/lead. If you rent, find out if your landlord has 
checked your home for lead. Have your children tested for lead poisoning by asking your doctor or your 
health specialist at a Head Start center to do a simple blood test. Medicaid should pay for the cost of the 
lead poisoning test.  

Home Checklist
Lead Poisoning

1. Was your home built before 1978? 
A majority of homes built before 1978 (especially homes built throughout the 1940s to 1960s), contain 
lead-based paint, which can have a dangerous effect on the health of young children (under the age of 
six) and pregnant women.

2. Do you see walls, furniture, or window sills in your home with  
chipping or peeling paint? 
Lead-based paint is unsafe if it peels, chips, or cracks. Harmful lead dust is created when windows, doors, 
edges of stairs, rails, or other lead-based painted surfaces wear away over time. You or your landlord can 
get your home checked for lead by hiring a trained, certified professional. Many young children put their 
hands or other objects covered with lead dust in their mouths, which can cause serious damage to their 
health. Wash children’s hands, bottles, pacifiers, and toys often.

3. Do your children play in lead-contaminated soil near your home? 
Soil around homes with lead-based paint may have lead chips, dust, or flakes in it. Children can acciden-
tally swallow this soil while playing outdoors, or the soil may be tracked indoors from shoes onto carpet 
and floors where children can eventually come into contact with it. Teach children to wipe and remove 
their shoes, as well as to wash their hands, after playing outdoors.

4. Do you store food in imported pottery that contains lead? 
Imported pottery and dishware usually contain lead. To protect your family from lead poisoning, use 
imported pottery only for decoration, and keep food and drinks in other safe, storage containers.

5. Do you work with lead in your job? 
You may be exposed to lead on the job if you work as a painter, ironworker, construction worker, cable 
splicer, automobile radiator repair mechanic, firearms instructor, metal shop worker, stained glass artist, 
or battery maker. If you work in a lead-related industry, change your work clothes before entering the 
home, wash your work clothes separately from the clothes you wear around your family, and remove 
your shoes before entering your home, as lead can be tracked indoors onto carpets, floors, and furniture.

If yes,

The following questions will help you determine if 
your family is at risk for lead poisoning. 

ü

ü

To find simple ways to prevent lead poisoning in your home look  
for the “Chance of a Lifetime” brochure at your Head Start center.

Give children a safe place to play outdoors. 
• A sandbox with clean sand is one way to keep young children away from lead in 
   soil.  

Stop dirt at the door. 
• Place a rug at each entry door and wash the rugs often. 
• Remove shoes at the entry door to keep lead dust out. 

Keep floors clean. 
• Vacuum carpets weekly. 
• Wash floors weekly. 

Keep children from eating dirt and dust that may 
contain lead. 

• Wash hands, toys, bottles and pacifiers often. 

Test young children for lead poisoning. 
• Test children’s blood-lead levels at ages 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

For information on lead contamination in gardens see: www.ehw.org

Cleveland Tenants Organization 
(216) 432-0617 
www.clevelandtenants.org 
mail@clevelandtenants.org 

(216) 961-4646
www.ehw.org 
e-h-w@ehw.org

BIAS FOR PAINT



The Detroit Building Authority and 
the City of Detroit will demolish 

the structure located at

in the next two weeks.

For more information:

844-DET-DEMO
www.buildingdetroit.org

THE MOST 
IMPORTANT THING 

YOU CAN DO IS LIMIT 
YOUR FAMILY’S 

CONTACT WITH DUST 
AND DEBRIS FROM 
THE DEMOLITION.

(delivered on                                  ) 

Do not touch or remove any debris 
near the demolition site. 

Stay inside when the structure is being 
knocked down and while debris is being 
removed from the site.

Close doors and windows during 
demolition. If you must, use doors 
or windows that face away from the 
demolition site.

Remove shoes at the door, and check 
clothes and shoes for dust before 
entering the home.

Wash hands before eating, especially 
after playing or working outside.

Wash children’s toys frequently, 
especially those that may enter their 
mouth.

Clean windowsills, floors, and other 
surfaces where dust collects with 
warm, soapy water and paper towels. 
If you use a mop, be sure to throw it 
away.

BEFORE, DURING + 
AFTER DEMOLITION

DOOR HANGER!



DEMOLITION HEALTH + SAFETY
Over the next year, the City of Detroit will demolish several thousand blighted structures in order to 
improve safety and quality of life for residents of Detroit.

Blight removal will benefit our communities, but safety is still an important part of any demolition 
project. The City has new policies that ensure demolitions are conducted safely, with minimal risk and 
inconvenience to nearby residents. These new regulations minimize hazards, but it is up to you to keep 
your family safe during demolition by following a few simple steps.

When both contractors and residents take proper precautions, health hazards can be minimized. 

Clean all pets, toys, and 
tools and bring them inside.

Do not touch or remove 
any debris near the 
demolition site.

Stay inside when the 
structure is being knocked 
down and while debris is 
being removed from the 
site.

Close doors and windows 
during demolition. If you 
must, use doors or windows 
that face away from the 
demolition site.

Take extra care if anyone 
has asthma or breathing 
problems.

FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS:

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING YOU 
CAN DO IS LIMIT YOUR FAMILY’S 
CONTACT WITH DUST AND DEBRIS 
FROM THE DEMOLITION.

BEFORE DEMO DURING DEMO

844-DET-DEMOFOR ASSISTANCE, 
PLEASE CALL

Cover household trash with a tight lid at all times.

Don’t leave any food out and clean up food scraps 
promptly.

Remove yard waste and indoor clutter, and keep grass 
short.

Secure all entries including basement windows, 
crawlspaces, and garages.

Demolition or debris removal without the use of water 
spray or mist.

Open holes or debris piles with easy access or without 
plastic fencing.

Demolition waste that stays behind for more than 5 days. 

Open holes from basement removal that are not filled for 
more than 7 days.

Anyone dumping garbage or debris at the property.

Flooding or soil runoff onto nearby properties.

Any demolition practices that are concerning to you.

A representative will answer 
your questions or send 
someone out to the site to fix 
the problem.

Removing vacant houses will help keep pests like rodents 
and cockroaches out of your neighborhood. However, after 
demolition, these pests may be looking for new homes. To 
keep pests from entering your home:

Do not use pesticides to get rid of pests. They can be 
dangerous for everyone, but especially for people with 
asthma.

PRACTICE 
THESE HEALTHY 
BEHAVIORS:

ALWAYS

Wash hands before 
eating, especially after 
playing or working 
outside.

Wash children’s toys 
frequently, especially 
those that may enter 
their mouth.

Clean windowsills, 
floors, and other 
surfaces where dust 
collects with warm, 
soapy water and paper 
towels.  If you use a 
mop, be sure to throw 
it away.

Remove shoes at 
the door, and check 
clothes and shoes for 
dust before entering 
the home.

Wash fruits, 
vegetables, and 
herbs harvested from 
outside before you eat 
them.

Regularly test garden 
soil quality.

844-DET-DEMO
PLEASE CALL

IF YOU SEE:

PESTS

The city needs your help to make sure that a project of this 
size is carried out safely. Contractors are responsible for 
minimizing dust and limiting access to demolition sites.
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+ Abatement testing should drive building removal 
and rehab strategy

+ Decon process can be managed for dust exposure 
(e.g. limited de-nailing on a job site)

+ More research is needed, along with improving 
public awareness

RECOMMENDATIONS
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RISK ASSESSMENT / LEAD INSPECTION REPORT  
COMPLIANCE CHECK LIST  

REQUIREMENTS REFERENCE 
Title Page 

Date of assessment/inspection 
R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012; 5-90, 7-32 

Address of each building 
R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012; 5-90, 7-33 

Apartment number(s) 
R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012; 5-90, 7-33 

Name, address, phone number of the owner(s) and each building 
manager 

R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012 5-90, 7-33 

Name and certification number of risk assessor and/or lead inspector 
conducting testing 

R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012; 5-90, 7-33 

Name, address and phone number of the company employing the risk 
assessor/inspector   

R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012; 5-90, 7-33 

Table of Contents 
R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012 5-90 

Definition of a Risk Assessment and why it was performed HUD 2012; 5-90  
Owner responsibility regarding the Federal Lead-Based Paint 
Disclosure Rule and lessees and potential buyers 

HUD 2012; 7-34, 7-35, 
5-86 

Lead poisoning prevention education HUD 2012; 5-86 
Executive Summary 
Plain language conclusion section is designed to provide easy 
identification of all lead hazards (or lead paint) located near the front 
of the report.  This section includes the following: 

• Results of any environmental sampling that denote positive for 
lead paint, grouped by sampling methodology (LI) 

• Results of any environmental sampling that denote a lead 
hazard, grouped by sampling methodology (RA) 

• Applicable comparison standards 
• Units of measurement 
• Stand-alone description of each sampling location/component 

R325.99403 LI; 
R325.99404 RA;  
HUD 2012; 5-111; 5-112, 
7-33 

Description of location, type and severity of identified lead hazards 
and any potential hazards;  Locations of identified hazards of paint and 
soil must be unambiguous; the identification system is clear 

R325.99404 RA; 
HUD 2012, 5-23, 5-94 
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Deconstruction = Silver Bullet
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D-SECTOR
report

prepared April 2013 by NextEnergy

II. state of the market
The intended outcome of this working group was to establish a 
collaborative plan for the deconstruction sector, and not only for a 
specific organization or entity operating within the sector. A first step 
in this process was mapping and reaching consensus upon the active 
agents and participants in deconstruction activities in Detroit.

WHO IS DOING WHAT

At present, multiple entities are providing the training required 
to participate in Construction Demolition and Environmental 
Remediation (CDER) activities in southeast Michigan. Training 
programs are being facilitated by Detroiters Working For 
Environmental Justice (DWEJ), by an umbrella partnership including 
WARM that touches several organizations, and also by Goodwill 
Industries. Each program prepares workers, typically from prison re-
entry programs, for jobs including deconstruction and soft-stripping, 
as well as jobs in new construction.

At the moment in Detroit WARM Training Center is the only supplier 
of deconstruction services. Because the working group approaches 
this from a sector-wide approach, the working group would like to 
highlight the future need for the incubation of additional suppliers 
of deconstruction services in the Detroit market, and also note that 
other than the ability to provide a tax write off, there is little reason for 
a deconstruction contractor to be structured as a 501(c)3.

Multiple suppliers exist for the provision of soft-stripping services, 
including Habitat for Humanity and WARM Training Center. Soft strip-
ping involves the the removal of non-structural, interior materials, 
activities which may require insurance and liability coverage but pres-
ently not licensing or permitting on a per-activity basis. 

Likewise there are multiple retailers of objects salvaged from build-
ings operating in the Detroit metro region, including Habitat for Hu-
manity Detroit and Materials Unlimited, of Ypsilanti. For the duration 
of the working group’s process, ASWD was open and operating, and 
thus, the third retailer in the region and the lone Detroit-based retail-
er.  This changed when ASWD closed in April 2013.

APRIL 2013: KEY TAKEAWAYS

The (possibly) temporary closure of ASWD  offers an unfortunate 
opportunity to evaluate what has worked in service of the market in 
the past, as well as the activities and structural choices which have 
hindered its development and could be potential future barriers.

(1) As of April 2013 there is not a destination retail space open in De-
troit dedicated to the sale of salvaged building materials. Whether sal-
vaged via a deconstruction service provider or a soft-stripping opera-
tion, a walkable, shoppable retailer does not presently exist within the 
city limits. At present there is no retailer selling materials whose value 
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Reuse to Deconstruct / Deconstruct to Reuse

Bradley Guy

The Catholic University of America

Reclaiming Vacant Properties
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Reuse of deconstruction materials?

• Drivers

• Obstacles and opportunities

• Who, what, where, and how



• Low-cost
• Low-income
• Do-it-yourself

• Remodeling / repair / rental properties

• Value-added
• Flooring
• Timber-framing
• Other – furniture / interiors

• “Green” building
• Environmental consumer
• Green building programs

• Historic / rustic
• Architectural preservation / restoration / rehabilitation
• Barn architecture, etc.

“Big Four” Markets



Reuse drivers – State level

• High landfill costs.

• Need for low-cost building materials by lower-income

• Environmental awareness combined with high income-levels and high 
landfill costs.

• Washington, DC
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Survey of deconstruction industry: Obstacles to deconstruction / reuse



Survey of architects / designers: never used reclaimed materials
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Survey of architects / designers: reuse at least once
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Survey of architects / designers: Incentives for reuse
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Demand-side

Reasons for using reused or recycled-content materials. 

• 1. Aesthetics or high quality 

• 2. Historical authenticity  

• 2. Green building program requirements.

• 2. Government purchasing programs requirements.  

• 2. Public relations or environmental responsibility. 

• 3. Client requests. 

• 4. High cost of new materials. 

Hendricks and Guy, “Building Material Reuse and Recycling Survey”, Hamer Center for Community Design, 2006



Users

• The most commonly reused or recycled materials by this group were:

• 1.Brick and clean lumber / timber

• 2. Metals, Concrete, Block, Stone, Roofing

• 3. Wood flooring; Doors, Windows; Cabinetry, Architectural; 
Plumbing, Mechanical; Electrical, Lighting; Gypsum wallboard.

Hendricks and Guy, “Building Material Reuse and Recycling Survey”, Hamer Center for Community Design, 2006



• Assistance that would be well-received by the industry:

• Education of the Public and / or Contractors in Managing C&D Waste 
and Using Reclaimed or Recycled Building Materials.

• Building Code Standards and Code Compliant Specifications for 
Reused and Recycled Building Materials (as distinct from government 
purchasing policies).

• Variable Disposal Fees for Mixed versus Separated Waste Materials at 
Landfills. 

Hendricks and Guy, “Building Material Reuse and Recycling Survey”, Hamer Center for Community Design, 2006



• Renovation by geography

“Emerging Trends in the Remodeling Market”, Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2015



“Emerging Trends in the Remodeling Market”, Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2015

• Sustainable renovation trends



Example Lead Hazard Warning Label

WARNING! This item may contain lead. Sanding or scraping old paint can release lead 

dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. Lead may cause serious illness. Children and pregnant women 

are most at risk. Use lead-safe work practices to remove lead-based paint before the 

component is installed. Find out more at www.epa.gov/lead or call the National Lead

Information Center Hotline at 1(800) 424-LEAD.
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